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Introduction. Approximation Fixpoint Theory (AFT) is an abstract lattice-theoretic framework originally designed to unify semantics of non-monotonic logics [9]. Its first applications
were on unifying all major semantics of logic programming [25], autoepistemic logic (AEL)
[18], and default logic (DL) [20], thereby resolving a long-standing issue about the relationship
between AEL and DL [14, 10, 11]. AFT builds on Tarski’s fixpoint theory of monotone operators on a complete lattice [23], starting from the key realisation that, by moving from the
original lattice L to the bilattice L2 , Tarski’s theory can be generalized into a fixpoint theory
for arbitrary (i.e., also non-monotone) operators. Crucially, all that is required to apply AFT
to a formalism and obtain several semantics is to define an appropriate approximating operator
L2 → L2 on this bilattice; the algebraic theory of AFT then directly defines different types of
fixpoints that correspond to different types of semantics of the application domain.
In the last decade, AFT has seen several new application domains, including abstract argumentation [22], extensions of logic programming [19, 1, 8, 15], extensions of autoepistemic
logic [26], and active integrity constraints [4]. Around the same time, also the theory of AFT
has been extended signitificantly with new types of fixpoints [6, 7], and results on stratification, [27, 5], predicate introduction [28], and strong equivalence [24]. All of these results were
developed in the highly general setting of lattice theory, making them directly applicable to all
application domains, and such ensuring that researchers do not “reinvent the wheel”.
Given the success and wide range of applicability of AFT, it sounded natural to formalise this
theory in the Coq theorem prover. In this work we report on the first steps of this endeavour.
AFT in a nutshell. AFT studies fixpoints of operators O : L → L, where hL, ≤i is a lattice,
through operators approximating O. These operators work in the bilattice L2 = hL × L, ≤p i,
where the precision order ≤p is defined as (x, y) ≤p (u, v) if x ≤ u and y ≥ v.
Intuitively, a pair (x, y) ∈ L2 approximates elements in the interval [x, y] = {z ∈ L | x ≤
z ≤ y}. We call (x, y) ∈ L2 consistent if x ≤ y, i.e., if [x, y] is non-empty. The set of consistent
elements is denoted by Lc . Pairs (x, x) are called exact, since they only approximate x. If (u, v)
is consistent and (x, y) ≤p (u, v), then [u, v] ⊆ [x, y], i.e., (x, y) approximates all elements that
(u, v) approximates. We say that (u, v) is more precise than (x, y).
An operator A : L2 → L2 is an approximator of O if it is ≤p -monotone and has the property
that A(x, x) = (O(x), O(x)) for all x ∈ L. As usual in AFT, we often restrict our attention
to symmetric approximators: approximators A such that, for all x and y, A(x, y)1 = A(y, x)2 .
AFT defines the following fixpoints of A in order to study fixpoints of O.
• A partial supported fixpoint of A is a fixpoint of A.
• The Kripke-Kleene fixpoint of A is the ≤p -least fixpoint of A.
• A partial stable fixpoint of A is a pair (x, y) where x = lfp(A(·, y)1 ) and y = lfp(A(x, ·)2 ).
A(·, y)1 denotes the function L → L : z 7→ A(z, y)1 , and analogously for A(x, ·)2 .
• The well-founded fixpoint of A is the least precise partial stable fixpoint of A.
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Our formalisation. Our aim is to formalise AFT in Coq without using any axioms – in
particular, by following a constructive development of AFT. This is a natural choice, since an
important motivations for studying fixpoints in computer science is their computability.
Most AFT proofs are by transfinite induction, and we chose to follow the published results
closely. We define a type Ordinal of (unbounded) ordinals as a record type containing a Type,
an equivalence relation eq (defined equality), a distinguished element zero, a successor function
succ and a strict total order lt that is well-founded and compatible with eq. We require succ x
to be the least element strictly greater than x, and that we can decide whether an element is
of the form succ x for some x; the elements for which this does not hold are called limits.
Intuitively, the elements of o: Ordinal are the ordinals smaller than o. For sanity check, we
show that the natural numbers form an ordinal, that we can add ω to an ordinal, and that we can
build the type of all polynomials in ω (with support list nat). If o: Ordinal, then we can prove
properties of all elements of o by transfinite induction. Since we work with defined equality, we
need to include a case showing that the property being proved is stable under equality. We do
not deal with arithmetic on ordinals, since this is immaterial for our development.
(Complete) lattices are similarly defined as a record type consisting of a carrier type C with
an equivalence relation, a partial order, and an operator lub:(C → Prop) → C computing least
upper bounds. Requiring least upper bounds to be computable restricts the kind of lattices
that we can define; still we show that we capture e.g. powerset lattices (which appear in all
applications of AFT so far). We also define an operator BiLattice : Lattice → Lattice. Given
an operator O : L → L, we inductively define a (O-)chain as a predicate over L that is closed
under applications of O and lubs. We prove that, if O is monotonic, then the lub of any chain
is an element of the chain, and it is the least fixpoint (lfp) of O (Knaster–Tarski theorem).
AFT provides an alternative characterisation of lfps using so-called O-inductions. Given an
operator O : L → L, y ∈ L is an O-refinement of x if x ≤ y and y ≤ x ∨ O(x). An O-induction
is a transfinite sequence i such that iη+1 is an O-refinement of iη and iη = lub{iη0 | η 0 < η}
for every limit ordinal η. An O-induction is terminal if there is an ordinal η such that the only
refinement of iη is iη . We prove that every terminal O-induction converges to the least fixpoint
of O, and, conversely, that an O-induction that reaches a fixpoint of O is terminal.
Finally, we formalise the notions of approximator and the four types of fixed points defined
earlier, and prove their main properties. The whole development can be found at https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4893264.
Discussion. The main challenges encountered so far have to do with our choice to work
constructively (without adding any axioms to Coq), which required adapting some proofs in
AFT that assume decidability of equality on the lattice.
Several results in AFT require the existence of a “large enough” ordinal for a given lattice.
Since we have not been able to construct this ordinal from the lattice, we have defined a notion
of “large enough” ordinal, and explicitly add it as a hypothesis when needed. In this way, we
choose to accept its existence as a postulate, or prove it using classical logic.
Related work. Transfinite induction has been formalised previously [21, 2, 12, 13, 17], in
some cases with a proof of the Knaster–Tarski theorem. Some of these works are based on
classical set theory; others formalise ordinals in a way that we found cumbersome to use, which
led us to defining our own. The CoLoR library [3, 16] includes a formalisation of the Knaster–
Tarski theorem similar to ours. To the best of our knowledge, AFT has not been formalised
before.
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